ROCKLER SHOP STANDS

APPLICATION:
An inexpensive, heavy-duty work stand for your shop. Build up to 15 different sizes of workstations perfect for grinders, sanders, router tables, scroll saws, chop saws and more. Use with your top to create a solid table; or add sides, doors, shelves and drawers to convert to a cabinet.

FEATURES:
- All parts coated with durable black sand paint.
- Mix and match one set of legs and two sets of stretchers to create a custom-sized shop stand
- All parts are pre-drilled to easily add plywood sides, hinges, and drawer sides (not included) for conversion to a useful shop cabinet.
- Stand legs available in two sizes: 28" and 32"
- Legs are heavy-duty 1/8" steel, with 4" x 1/2" heavy-duty adjustable leveler for various height settings
- Leg sets include four legs and all stand assembly hardware (carriage bolts, nuts, and levelers)
- Stand stretchers available in five sizes: 12", 18", 24", 36", and 48"
- Stretchers are 1/16" steel
- Stretcher sets include four stretchers
- Top stretchers can be mounted flush with top or 4" down to add drawer or woodworking vise

ACCESSORIES: (Available separately)
- Shop Stand Hinges (item 62605) for attaching doors to pre-drilled holes in shop stand legs
- Shop Stand Locking Casters (item 58866) replace the leg levelers to add portability to your stand or cabinet
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